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PEARL YACHTS FORGES EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH  
MAX MARINE ASIA 

 
Pearl Yachts proudly announces the appointment of Max Marine Asia as the exclusive 
dealer for Thailand, marking a significant milestone in bringing the luxury yacht brand 
to Thailand’s shores.  
 

 
Max Marine Asia, a leading authority in yacht sales and services, has been chosen as the 
exclusive dealer for Pearl Yachts in the vibrant maritime landscape of Thailand. This 
partnership represents a commitment to providing clients in Thailand with unparalleled 
access to the world-class craftsmanship and luxury that Pearl Yachts represents. 
 
At the helm of Max Marine Asia is Craig Murphy, a seasoned professional with an 
impressive maritime background. Craig's extensive qualifications and experiences are a 
testament to his expertise and dedication to the industry. 
 
Craig Murphy, Managing Director of Max Marine Asia, holds qualifications as a Boat 
Builder, Shipwrights, Commercial Captain, and Commercial Engineer, showcasing his 
extensive knowledge of yacht operations and mechanics. Craig managed Marine 
departments for Aman Resorts across various Asian locations including Thailand gaining 
a global perspective on the yachting industry. With a remarkable 17-year tenure as a 
dealer for a renown UK shipyard in Thailand, Craig possesses an in depth understanding 
of the luxury yacht market, evident in his successful track record in project managing 
yacht refits and contributions to marina design and installation projects.  
 
Max Marine Asia, operates from two strategic locations in Bangkok and Phuket, The 
Ocean Marina Office, conveniently located just 1.5 hours from Bangkok, offers an 
extensively renovated showroom with state of art meeting facilities. In addition, the 
Phuket office houses a fully equipped factory service center, ensuring swift and efficient 
support for valued clients throughout their yachting journey.  
 
As Pear Yachts extends its global footprint, the network of Pearl Yachts dealerships 
experiences rapid growth, ensuring that enthusiasts worldwide gain access to the 
brands luxury yachts. The newly forged dealer relationship between Pearl Yachts and 
Max Marine Asia is poised to precisely deliver this promise. 
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Pearl Yachts.  
Founded in 1998 with the aim of designing a range of luxury 
motor yachts offering voluminous interiors, combined with 
opulence and design excellence, Pearl Yachts is now one of the 
UK’s most prominent shipyards. Every Pearl yacht is designed 
and built to exceptionally high standards using quality materials 
and experienced craftsmen. Pearl’s fleet consists of the Pearl 62, 
the Pearl 72, the Pearl 82 and the flagship Pearl 95. 
 
 
Max Marine Asia. 
Max Marine Asia is dedicated to delivering unparalleled yachting 
experiences, setting the standard for luxury yacht sales and 
services in Thailand. With a commitment to excellence and a 
deep understanding of the industry, Max Marine Asia is the 
preferred choice for discerning clients seeking the epitome of 
luxury on the open seas.  
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